Department of Electrical Engineering
CQI Processes for PEOs, CLOs, PLOs

Industrial CQI
- Academic Council
- CRC
- BOF
- CES
- EE Department
- IAB Meeting
- BOS
- DCQI
- Surveys

PEOs (4 Years after Graduation) as per f1stDCQI/30thBoS/AC (2023)
- Indirect Assessment: (Survey-Alumni and Employer)

PLOs (Every Academic Year)
- Direct/Individual/Cohort PLO Assessment
- Indirect Assessment: (Graduating student survey)

CLOs (Every Semester)
- Direct Assessment: (Quiz, Assignments, Course projects, Midterm, Final)
- Indirect Assessment: (Viva, Student, Faculty Feedback)

CQI
- Analysis based on KPIs